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a single-fixation visual search task to estimate orientation discrimination thresholds
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with and without an informative spatial cue in a large sample (N ¼ 123) of people ranging
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in age from 5 to 70 years and with a wide range of reading abilities. We assessed the
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efficiency of attentional selection via the cueing effect: the difference in log thresholds
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with and without the spatial cue. Across our whole sample, both absolute thresholds and
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the cueing effect gradually improved throughout childhood and adolescence. Compared
to typical readers, individuals with dyslexia had higher thresholds (worse orientation
discrimination) as well as smaller cueing effects (weaker attentional selection). Those
differences in dyslexia were especially pronounced prior to age 20, when basic visual
function is still maturing. Thus, in line with previous theories, literacy skills are associated with the development of selective spatial attention.
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1.

Introduction

1.1.

Spatial attention and reading ability

Complex and cluttered environments pose a challenge when
using vision to navigate and interact: only a subset of the
information entering the eyes is relevant to the task at hand.
Fortunately, the brain is equipped with multiple mechanisms e generally referred to as “attention” e that prioritize
relevant information and filter out irrelevant information.
Selective spatial attention prioritizes information at specific
locations in the scene, and is critical for everyday tasks. A
prominent example is reading: pages of text are extremely
cluttered, and letters are only identifiable in the central visual field (Legge et al., 2007). Even within the central visual
field, it is difficult to fully process more than one word at a
time (White, Palmer, & Boynton, 2018). Therefore, reading
requires rapid shifts of spatial attention to select individual
words on a page (Rayner, 2009).
Given its importance in reading, one might hypothesize
that a deficiency in spatial attention would cause reading
difficulty. In fact, many researchers have argued for an association between spatial attention and developmental
dyslexia, a reading disability that affects 5e10% of the population (e.g., Bosse, Tainturier, & Valdois, 2007; Facoetti,
Paganoni, Turatto, Marzola, & Mascetti, 2000; Franceschini,
Gori, Ruffino, Pedrolli, & Facoetti, 2012; Vidyasagar &
Pammer, 2010). Some authors link the attentional deficits
to a more general abnormality in the “dorsal visual stream”
(e.g., Pammer, Hansen, Holliday, & Cornelissen, 2006;
Vidyasagar & Pammer, 1999), based on performance in
tasks thought to rely on the magnocellular visual pathway
(Boden & Giaschi, 2007; Demb, Boynton, Best, & Heeger, 1998;
Demb, Boynton, & Heeger, 1997; Gori, Seitz, Ronconi,
Franceschini, & Facoetti, 2015; Kevan & Pammer, 2008).
However, many other etiological explanations for dyslexia
have been proposed, involving the auditory system, phonological processing, or higher-level language skills (reviewed
by Vellutino, Fletcher, Snowling, & Scanlon, 2004).
The goal of the present investigation was to evaluate the
link between spatial attention and reading ability over development. Methods for measuring spatial attention have been
inconsistent across studies of children and adults with
dyslexia. That is important because visual spatial attention
comes in several forms: (1) Overt spatial attention involves
movements of the head and eyes to align the high-resolution
fovea with task-relevant objects. While reading this page, for
example, you are making roughly four rapid eye movements
per second (Rayner, 2009). (2) Covert spatial attention is the
selective prioritization of locations in the visual field without
moving the eyes. There are two types of covert spatial attention: (a) Endogenous attention is voluntary and driven by
knowledge and goals. While fixating on the word “endogenous” in the previous sentence, your attention shifted to the
next word, “attention”, before your eyes moved on (Rayner,
2009). (b) Exogenous attention is involuntary, triggered by
salient external events that may or may not be task-relevant,
like an email notification appearing in the corner of the screen
while you try to read a manuscript.
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Although there is some evidence for abnormal eye movement control (overt attention) in dyslexia (e.g., Eden, Stein, &
Wood, 1994; Hawelka & Wimmer, 2005; Rayner, 1985), here
we focus on covert spatial attention. During reading, endogenous covert attention is required to begin processing parafoveal words before the eyes move, to plan the saccades
themselves, and perhaps even to select individual letters
within fixated words (Rayner, 2009; Vidyasagar & Pammer,
2010).
In the laboratory, covert spatial attention is often studied
by requiring an observer to fixate and respond to target stimuli
presented in the peripheral visual field. Prior to the stimuli, a
cue directs attention to one or more locations (Posner, 1980). A
cue could be an arrow that points to the location most likely to
contain task-relevant stimuli, or a small shape that draws
attention by flashing near a potential stimulus location. The
effects of covert spatial attention include increased discrimination accuracy and decreased response time when the target
stimulus's location is cued compared to uncued (reviewed by
Carrasco, 2011). Physiologically, neural responses are greater
for stimuli at cued locations than at uncued locations
(Maunsell, 2015; Reynolds & Chelazzi, 2004).
In this study, we are interested in how covert spatial
attention differs between individuals with and without
dyslexia, in childhood as well as in adulthood. Because our
goal is to measure visual task performance across a wide age
range, we must first consider more general developmental
changes in visual perception and attention.

1.2.

The development of covert spatial attention

Since the 1980s, psychologists have studied the development
of covert spatial attention using spatial cueing paradigms
(Akhtar & Enns, 1989; Brodeur & Boden, 2000; Brodeur & Enns,
1997; Enns & Brodeur, 1989; Iarocci, Enns, Randolph, & Burack,
roff, 2013; Pearson & Lane, 1990; Plude,
2009; Leclercq & Sie
Enns, & Brodeur, 1994; Ristic & Enns, 2015; Ristic &
Kingstone, 2009; Wainwright & Bryson, 2002). Nearly all such
studies assess spatial attention by comparing reaction times
(RTs) across different cue conditions (e.g., valid vs invalid). The
question is how the differences in RT, which index attention
effects, change across development. There is a general
consensus that exogenous (automatic, stimulus-driven)
cueing effects are present from at least pre-school age and
are stable through the lifespan. Endogenous (voluntary, topdown) cueing effects show more gradual developmental
change, suggesting an increase in strategic control over
spatial attention.
Beyond that, there is little agreement on the details of the
time course and which internal mechanisms are changing.
Some studies claim that endogenous attention becomes
“adult-like” by age 10 (Goldberg, Maurer, & Lewis, 2001;
Landry, Johnson, Fleming, Crewther, & Chouinard, 2019;
te
, & Ducrot, 2013; Ristic & Enns, 2015;
Michael, Le
Wainwright & Bryson, 2005), but others suggest later matu roff, 2013; Schul,
ration (Brodeur & Enns, 1997; Leclercq & Sie
Townsend, & Stiles, 2003).
A general challenge in this type of study is to separate
developmental change in a specific mechanism of attention
from developmental change in overall task performance.
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Younger participants tend to respond slower and less accurately to the same stimulus as older participants. Does a validinvalid cueing effect of 50 msec reflect the same degree of
attentional modulation in a 5-year-old as it does in a 20-year
old? It is difficult to say, especially if their accuracies differ.
Several previous studies have attempted to address this difficulty, for instance by normalizing RTs across age groups
(Gaspelin, Margett-Jordan, & Ruthruff, 2015; Goldberg et al.,
2001). It remains an open question, however, whether the
mechanisms of selective spatial attention develop independently of basic visual sensitivity and task performance.
Moreover, cueing effects on reaction times could have
many underlying causes: change in the quality of the sensory
representation, the speed of evidence accumulation, response
bias, and/or motor preparation. Only a handful of developmental studies have focused on how spatial cues affect
detection or discrimination accuracy (Akhtar & Enns, 1989;
Brodeur & Boden, 2000; Schul et al., 2003), which can give
more information about the underlying mechanisms. Even
then, it is difficult to compare cueing effects in units of proportion correct across groups that differ in their absolute
levels of accuracy. The conclusion depends on an interaction
between cue condition and age. Such interactions are difficult
to interpret if the measurement (e.g., differences in proportion
correct) may not be linearly related to the theoretical variable
of interest (e.g., the effect of attention on visual processing;
Loftus, 1978).

1.3.
A paradigm to study visual attention in dyslexia
and across development
Studies that compare spatial attention across good and poor
readers face the same challenges as studies that compare
across age groups. Many in the past have not precisely specified what differs in dyslexic individuals: overall visual
sensitivity, motor ability, overt eye movements, or endogenous covert selection, etc. Many rely on RTs, and the participant groups often differ in their overall performance level
(e.g., people with dyslexia can have slow processing speed in
general; Peterson & Pennington, 2015) as well as any putative
attention effects.
One research team overcame those challenges by
measuring orientation discrimination thresholds in a simple
visual search task with and without an informative spatial
pre-cue (Roach & Hogben, 2004, 2007, 2008). The participants'
task was to report the tilt direction (clockwise or counterclockwise from vertical) of a single Gabor stimulus that was
presented along with a variable number of vertical distractors,
all equidistant from fixation (Baldassi & Burr, 2000). The
display was presented briefly enough to avoid eye movements
to the stimuli, and the target's location varied randomly from
trial to trial. On some trials, a 100% valid spatial cue (a small
dot) flashed near the target's location, just prior to the stimulus array. In each condition, the experimenters used a
staircase procedure to estimate each participant's orientation
discrimination threshold: the degrees of tilt required to
perform the task with ~75% correct. Without the spatial cue,
thresholds rise with increasing set size, because the internal
representation of each stimulus is noisy and each distractor
could be mistaken for the target. With the spatial cue,

thresholds in control participants are much lower (better
performance) and less affected by increasing set size. This
difference in threshold represents the benefit of spatial
attention: the cue allows the participant to base their decision
primarily on information at the target's location and exclude
noise from the distractors (Roach & Hogben, 2007, 2008).
Roach & Hogben found that although adults with dyslexia
performed normally in the uncued condition, their thresholds
were abnormally high (worse performance compared to control subjects) in the cued condition. In other words, adults
with dyslexia failed to capitalize on the information conveyed
by the cue to reduce uncertainty about the target's location.
Thresholds in the cued condition distinguished adults with
dyslexia from controls better than a variety of other psychophysical and widely used clinical measures (Roach & Hogben,
2007). The difference between good and poor readers was
strongest when the set size was largest (16 items). Importantly, the stimuli were not linguistic, which avoided a potential confound in comparing performance between good
and poor readers. Overall, Roach & Hogben provided some of
the strongest evidence to date that adults with dyslexia have
an impairment in covert spatial attention.
One unusual feature of this paradigm is that the peripheral
cue could potentially trigger both exogenous and endogenous
spatial attention. The cue could be exogenous because it appears peripherally, adjacent to and immediately before the
target. It could be endogenous because it always indicates the
target's location, so the participant can use that information to
voluntarily select the most relevant information. Based on a
series of additional experiments, Roach and Hogben (2008)
concluded that the primary mechanism of the cueing effect
in this paradigm is endogenous. We therefore chose to use
this paradigm because the interval between the cue and the
stimuli is short enough to prevent eye movements to the
target, a potential pitfall when studying covert attention in
young children. We will return to the endogenous versus
exogenous question in the Discussion.

1.4.

The present study

We adapted and extended Roach and Hogben's (2007) method
to study the development of covert spatial attention and how
it differs in children and adults with dyslexia. Although Roach
& Hogben focused on set size 16, we used a fixed set size of 8
items in the cued and uncued conditions. With a larger set
size, performance may be limited by crowding, which is also
known to differ in dyslexia (Callens, Whitney, Tops, &
Brysbaert, 2013; Cassim, Talcott, & Moores, 2014; Gori &
Facoetti, 2015; Joo, White, Strodtman, & Yeatman, 2018;
Moores, Cassim, & Talcott, 2011). In addition, we increased
the size and duration of the cue and made it red, so it would be
salient enough for younger participants. In a subset of adult
participants we also replicated a condition with the small
black cue used by Roach and Hogben (2004, 2007). Finally, we
added a “single stimulus” condition, in which the tilted target
is presented alone.
There are advantages to measuring thresholds, which are
“stimulus-referred” measurements, rather than reaction time
or accuracy with a fixed stimulus. First, we set the stimulus
difficulty on each trial with an adaptive staircase that
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converged on the orientation difference that yields ~75%
correct performance. The level of overall task difficulty was
therefore equalized across participants, regardless of age or
reading skill. Second, we fit psychometric functions with
separate parameters for the threshold and the upper asymptote. The latter parameter can capture differences in the
participants' abilities to stay engaged and follow instructions.
Third, we operationalized the effect of attention as the difference in log thresholds between cued and uncued conditions, which can be theoretically linked to a difference in the
noise of the internal representations used to make the
perceptual decision (see the Supplemental Material). That
helps us interpret the interactions between cue condition and
age or reading ability. Finally, thresholds in the single stimulus condition provide a baseline measure of group differences in the ability to make fine visual discriminations,
independent of attention.

2.

Materials and methods

We report how we determined our sample size, all data exclusions, all inclusion/exclusion criteria, whether inclusion/
exclusion criteria were established prior to data analysis, all
manipulations, and all measures in the study.

2.1.

Participants

All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and
gave written informed consent in accordance with the University of Washington Institutional Review Board. Flyers
solicited participants with and without dyslexia, on campus
and through local organizations that provide support to people with dyslexia, including the University of Washington
Disability Resources for Students (DRS), Disabilities, Opportunities Internetworking and Technology (DO-IT), and
Dyslexic Advantage (http://www.dyslexicadvantage.org/).
Compensation was a fixed monetary payment.
We recruited a total of 131 participants (68 male) between the
ages of 5 and 70 years. The sample size was guided by Roach and
Hogben (2007), who used a similar design. We used their data to
simulate an ROC analysis of cued thresholds with set size 8, and
estimated the sample size required for an 80% probability of
detecting a significant difference between the dyslexia group
and the control group. That minimal sample size was 12 for each
group. Seeking at least that many participants in each group,
divided by reading ability and age bin (below and above 20 years),
we recruited as many participants as possible in the time window available for the study. Of the 131 participants recruited,
two chose to discontinue after only a few practice blocks. Three
additional participants were excluded because they reported
having an uncorrected vision problem, including amblyopia
(criterion determined in advance). Of the remaining 126 participants, 3 children (ages 7e8 years) were excluded because in all
conditions of the experiment their accuracy was not significantly above chance (criterion determined after data analysis).
That suggested they were not engaged in the task or following
instructions (more details in the Analysis section below). The
final sample included 123 participants (64 male). Of those, 75
reported having a diagnosis of dyslexia, and 22 reported a
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diagnosis of attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD),
which commonly co-occurs with dyslexia.
Each participant also completed a battery of psychometric
tests. Following Roach and Hogben (2007), our primary measure of reading ability was the TOWRE-II Phonemic Decoding
Efficiency (PDE) test, which requires speeded reading of pronounceable pseudowords (Torgesen, Rashotte, & Wagner,
1999). Participants also completed the TOWRE-II Sight Word
Efficiency sub-test (SWE; speeded reading of real words), and
the Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence (WASI-III).
To examine the relationship between attention and
reading skills, we divided our sample into two groups using a
definition consistent with previous work (Roach & Hogben,
2007): individuals with dyslexia (DYS), and individuals with
typical reading skills (control participants; CON). Participants
in the DYS group (N ¼ 46) had a TOWRE PDE score  85 and
either reported a history of reading difficulty or a diagnosis of
dyslexia. A PDE score of 85 is 1 standard deviation below the
age-adjusted norm of 100. Participants in the CON group
(N ¼ 37) had a TOWRE PDE score > 85 and no diagnosis of
dyslexia. This left out a third set of participants (“Neither”,
N ¼ 40), all but one of whom were diagnosed with dyslexia but
had a PDE score in the normal range. Demographics and
psychonomic data are reported in Table 1.
The DYS group differed significantly from the CON group
in both total IQ [WASI Full-Scale 2: t (78) ¼ 3.66, p ¼ .0005] and
non-verbal IQ (WASI Matrix Reasoning: t (78) ¼ 2.35, p ¼ .021.
Given that the full-scale IQ assessment includes a verbal
component, it is not surprising that individuals with
dyslexia scored lower. To be certain that any differences in
our task performance were not confounded by non-verbal IQ
differences, we included the Matrix Reasoning score as a
covariate in our analyses of group differences. We use
phonemic decoding (TOWRE PDE) as our primary measure of
reading ability, to be consistent with a prior study (Roach &
Hogben, 2007). In the Supplemental Material we present
analogous results using the sight word efficiency (SWE)
score instead.
A subset of the data from adult participants has been reported in a previous publication (Joo et al., 2018).

2.2.

Equipment and stimuli

We generated stimuli using MATLAB (The Mathworks Corporation, Natick, MA, USA) and the Psychophysics Toolbox
(Brainard, 1997; Pelli, 1997) on a Linux PC (Mint Mate, version
17). We used an LG liquid crystal display (1920  1080 resolution, 120 Hz refresh rate) that subtended 51 degrees of visual
angle ( ) horizontally. The participant sat at a chinrest 53 cm
from the monitor, and used two keys (the down arrow and the
right arrow) to make the response. The keys were re-labeled
with stickers to indicate the leftmost key was for reporting
targets tilted counterclockwise of vertical, and the rightmost
key for clockwise of vertical. The surrounding keys on the
keyboard were covered with cardboard.
The screen background was set to medium gray. A black
fixation cross (.3  .3 ) was present at all times except when
feedback was given (see below). The target stimuli (Fig. 1) were
Gabor patches: 50% contrast sinusoidal gratings (2 cycles/ )
windowed by a 2D Gaussian envelope (SD ¼ .28 ).
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Table 1 e Demographics of our sample. For the standardized test scores in the last four columns, we report the mean and
(standard deviation). The WASI Matrix Reasoning (norm of 50) is our non-verbal IQ measure, and the WASI Full-Scale 2
(norm of 100) score combines verbal and non-verbal components. The TOWRE scores are both normed to 100.
PDE ¼ Phonemic Decoding Efficiency (reading aloud pseudowords); SWE ¼ Sight Word Efficiency (reading aloud real words).
Group

Total
N

N males

N ADHD
Diagnosis

N Dyslexia
Diagnosis

WASI Matrix
Reasoning

WASI
Full-scale 2

TOWRE
PDE

TOWRE
SWE

DYS
CON
Neither

46
37
40

27
19
18

7
5
10

36
0
39

50.0 (12.3)
55.9 (9.7)
55.4 (8.1)

102.4 (15.8)
114.6 (13.6)
112.9 (12.1)

75.7 (6.8)
104.4 (11.3)
95.4 (8.7)

78.6 (11.5)
101.5 (12.1)
92.6 (12.1)

Fig. 1 e Stimuli and trial sequence. The inter-trial,
response, and feedback intervals were identical in the all
conditions, which differed only in the cue and stimulus
intervals. Note that this diagram is not to scale. Not shown
is the Small Cue condition, in which the cue was a smaller
black dot presented for 17 msec immediately preceding the
stimulus array.

There were 3 conditions of the experiment: a Single Stimulus condition, and two conditions with eight stimuli: Uncued
and Cued. The Cue was a bright red (full saturation) disk .6 in
diameter presented at the same polar angle as the target, 3
from fixation (2 from the center of the target).
Participants over the age of 14 were also tested in an
additional condition with a smaller cue designed to match
Roach and Hogben (2007). The Small Cue was a black disk .18
in diameter, presented 3.88 from fixation (1.12 from the
target) for only 17 msec. Results using this smaller cue were
largely consistent with the main Cued condition and are
presented in the Supplemental Material.

2.3.

Trial sequence and procedure

All trials began with an inter-trial interval, during which a
fixation cross was displayed on a gray background (Fig. 1). On
the first trial of each block, this fixation interval lasted
1333 msec; in all subsequent trials it lasted 583 msec. Next was

a 33 msec cue interval which was blank for the Uncued and
Single Stimulus conditions and contained the large red cue in
the Cued condition. Immediately after the cue interval, the
stimulus array was presented for 83 msec. In all conditions
except the Single Stimulus condition (see below), 8 Gabors
were presented simultaneously, arranged equidistant from
each other in a circle around fixation with radius 5 . Seven of
the Gabors were oriented vertically (the distractors); one Gabor
(the target) was tilted either clockwise or counterclockwise
(50% probability).
The degree of target tilt was controlled by a staircase procedure (see below). The position of the target in the array was
chosen randomly on each trial. In the Single Stimulus condition, the target was presented at a random one of the 8 positions with no distractors. After the stimulus array, the
observer reported the target's tilt direction by pressing one of
the two response keys. Response time was unlimited, and
accuracy was emphasized. Immediately after the response, a
75 msec feedback tone was presented: a high-pitched (600 Hz)
or low-pitched (180 Hz) tone for correct or incorrect responses,
respectively. At the same time, visual feedback appeared at
the screen center, in the form of the number of “points” won: if
the response was correct, “þ3” was displayed in green text;
otherwise, “þ0” in red text. The visual feedback was presented
in 25 pt Arial font for 750 msec, after which the next inter-trial
interval began.
The participant was instructed that their goal was to win
as many points as possible, and that a total of 700 points was
needed to “win the game.” At the end of each block, the total
number of points won in that block was displayed, as well as
the total number of points gained so far in the session, along
with the motivational phrase: “Great job! How many more
can you get?”
Trials were conducted in blocks of 521. During 48 of those
trials, the degree of the target's tilt was controlled by a
weighted 1-up/1-down staircase procedure with the Palamedes toolbox (Prins & Kingdom, 2009). The step size up was
set to log10(4 ) at the start of each staircase, and then halved
after four staircase reversals. The step size down was always
one third of the step size up, which makes the staircase
converge on the 75% correct threshold. The tilt was free to
vary between .1 and 25 . On a random 4 trials in each block,
the target's tilt was set to twice the current threshold estimate
and the staircase was not updated. We included these “easy”
1

In Version 2 of the experiment, there was an additional “easy”
trial that brought the total number of trials per block to 53 trials.
Also in Version 2, the target's tilt on easy trials was set to a fixed
value of 25 , rather than twice the current threshold estimate.
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trials to improve our estimate of the upper asymptote of the
psychometric function and provide some relief to untrained
observers who may find it difficult to perform at threshold for
an extended period of time.
The condition was constant for each block of trials, and
was announced before the block began with text on the
screen: for Uncued, “There will be no dot, so you have to find
the tilted stripes on your own.”; for Cued, “The red dot will
appear near the tilted stripes.”; for Small Cue, “The small black
dot will appear near the tilted stripes.”; for Single Stimulus,
“There will only be one patch of stripes at a time.”
Over the course of data collection, we used three slightly
different versions of the experiment that differ primarily
in which conditions were included. All versions included
the Cued and Uncued conditions. Version 2 was used in some
of youngest participants and excluded the Single Stimulus condition. All participants 14 or older were tested in
Version 3, which included the Small Cue condition. See the
Supplemental Material for more detail.
Each participant was first trained in the task by viewing
pictures of the stimuli. The task was introduced as a “game,”
with the objective to find a tilted patch of stripes and report
which way it is tilted. They practiced the single stimulus
condition with easy tilt levels (8 trials per practice block). Then
they practiced the uncued condition with increasingly difficult
tilt levels until they could perform above chance with less
than 15 tilt. Finally, they were introduced to the Cued condition. The instructions about the cue said, “In the next part of
the game, we help you out and show a red dot next to the one
patch of stripes that will be tilted. Your job will be to find that
red dot, see the stripes that are tilted, and press the correct
button. It's important to note that in this game the red dot will
ALWAYS be next to the stripes that are tilted and will appear
just a split-second before the stripe patches.” For participants
in Version 3, similar instructions followed about the Small
Cue. Each session lasted roughly 25 min. No part of the study
procedures or analyses was pre-registered prior to the
research being conducted.

2.4.
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across subjects and conditions (excluding poor fits with
thresholds >45 ) and refit the remaining two parameters, l
and a. Finally, we fit again by allowing only the parameter a to
vary, with the parameter b still fixed to 1.77 and the lapse rate
parameter l fixed to the average of l estimates across all
conditions for that subject. Therefore, for each subject, only
the parameter a varied across conditions, but l could vary
across subjects. After fitting, we computed the threshold as
the tilt level t where the F(t) ¼ .75. This procedure avoided
over-fitting the data and improved reliability of threshold
estimates.
We computed the effect of the cue on thresholds (the
“cueing effect”) as the difference in t between the Uncued and
Cued conditions, where t is in log10 units. This cueing effect
indexes the observer's ability to capitalize on the cue to process the target and filter out distractors. See the Supplemental
Material for a computational model that justifies using the
difference of log thresholds to measure the attention effect.
Finally, we estimated whether each participant was performing significantly above chance in each condition. For each
condition, we estimated the 95% confidence interval of the
binomial probability of a correct response. If that confidence
interval included .5, then we concluded that the participant
was not engaged in the task during those trials, and excluded
that threshold from the analysis (but included other data from
that subject). A total of 9 thresholds from 6 participants (ages
7e14) were excluded for this reason (3 Uncued, 5 Cued, and 1
Small Cue). The median of those excluded thresholds was
140 , and several were effectively infinite.

2.5.

Reliability

78 participants completed a second session identical to the
first, allowing us to compute test-retest reliability by correlating thresholds across the two sessions. With this smaller
sample, the average reliability across conditions was r ¼ .73.
For the Uncued and Cued conditions (conditions for which we
have the most data), r ¼ .75 and .82, respectively. For the
cueing effect, r ¼ .46.

Analysis

Our primary measure was the tilt threshold: the degree of tilt
required for the participant to discriminate the direction of
the target's tilt with 75% correct accuracy, in each condition.
To estimate thresholds we used a maximum likelihood procedure in the Palamedes toolbox (Prins & Kingdom, 2009) to fit
the raw data in each condition with a log version of the Weibull function (also known as the Gumbel):



bðxaÞ
FðxÞ ¼ g þ 1  g  l 1  e10
where F(x) is proportion correct, x is the tilt level in log10(degrees), g is chance level (.5), l specifies the lapse rate (1 e the
upper asymptote), b determines the slope of the curve, and a
determines the location of the function along the x-axis.
Fitting occurred in three stages: We first allowed the three
parameters (b, l and a) to vary freely, with the exception that l
was capped at .125. (If l ¼ .125, the subject guesses on 25% of
trials, with p (correct) ¼ .5). We then fixed the slope b to 1.77,
which was the median of freely estimated slopes averaged

3.

Results

3.1.
Development of thresholds and spatial cueing
effects
Before analyzing the effect of reading ability on task performance, we modeled the developmental time-course of visual
spatial attention skills. We then used this model to control for
age in the analysis of reading ability. Fig. 2A shows individual
subject thresholds as a function of age in three main conditions: Uncued, Cued, and Single Stimulus. Lower thresholds
imply better orientation discrimination. Overall, thresholds
start out high in childhood, decrease through adolescence,
and then plateau. We fit each condition with a piecewise
linear function that assumes that thresholds (t) are a linear
function of age (A) with slope s and y-intercept b, up until an
inflection point c after which there is no more change with
age. Specifically:
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Fig. 2 e Development of orientation discrimination thresholds and covert spatial attention. (A) Thresholds as a function of
age in each of three conditions. Each point is one threshold from one participant. The fill color of each point indicates the
participant's reading ability group, as indicated by the legend at top. The lines are the best-fitting piecewise linear functions
for all subjects. (B) The difference in log thresholds between the Uncued and Cued conditions as a function of age. Each dot is
one participant's difference. The line is the best-fitting piecewise linear function for all subjects.

t ¼ sA þ b; if y  c
¼ sc þ b; otherwise
We used a least-squares cost function and leave-one-out
cross-validation to assess model fit. The piecewise model fit
the data significantly better than a simple linear regression
model (constant slope across the age range). For the simple
linear model, cross-validated R2 in each condition (Uncued,
Cued, and Single stimulus) was: .132, .118, and .070, respectively. R2 values were higher for the piecewise linear model:
.382, .307, and .217. In addition to the superior fit to the data,
the piecewise model provides an estimate of the age at which
performance matures.
The least-squares fits are plotted as solid lines in Fig. 2A,
and the corresponding values of s, b, and c are listed in Table 2
along with 95% bootstrapped confidence intervals (CIs). Each
CI is the 2.5th and 97.5th percentile on the bootstrapped distribution of parameter estimates (5000 independent samples
with replacement). In all three conditions, the initial slope was
significantly negative: the 95% CIs excluded 0. The inflection
point c for all 3 conditions was between 18 and 20 years.
The fitted functions reveal large differences in thresholds
between the three conditions at the asymptotic level (that is,

in adulthood). The 95% CIs were all non-overlapping for all
three conditions. The large increase in thresholds from the
Single Stimulus condition (set size 1) to the Uncued condition
(set size 8) reflects the effect of adding the 7 vertical distractors
to the target display. The distractors add noise to the orientation estimation process and may tax limited processing resources. The reduction in thresholds from the Uncued to the
Cued condition is the effect of covert spatial attention. Among
adults over 20 years of age, the mean cued threshold was 67%
of the way between the Uncued threshold and the lower
bound represented by the Single Stimulus threshold. Thus,
the cue allows the average adult to filter out much of the noise
added by the distractors, but not all of it (Roach & Hogben,
2007).
To compare the rate of developmental change across
conditions, we computed 95% bootstrapped CIs on the differences in slope parameters. The slope of developmental
change in the Cued condition was 58% greater than in the
Uncued condition, and the 95% CI of differences excluded
zero: [.001 .119]. The slope in the Cued condition was 35%
greater than in the Single Stimulus condition, but the CI
included zero: [-.012 .15]. The slopes in the Uncued and
Single Stimulus conditions did not significantly differ:
CI ¼ [.020 .030].

Table 2 e Parameter estimates for the developmental fits to thresholds in each condition. For each parameter, the table lists
the best-fitting value and in brackets the 95% confidence interval from bootstrapping.
Condition

Slope s log10 (deg)/year

Intercept b
log10 (deg)

Inflection c (years)

Uncued
Cued
Single Stim.

.034 [.077 .023]
.054 [.170 .036]
.040 [.075 .025]

1.41 [1.25 1.81]
1.39 [1.11 2.49]
.98 [.72 1.39]

18.8 [13.4 20.4]
18.9 [12.5 20.6]
19.9 [16.3 22.8]
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To directly assess the development of spatial attention we
analyzed the difference in log thresholds between the Uncued
and Cued conditions (i.e., the cueing effect). Fig. 2B plots the
cueing effect for each participant as a function of age. (Note
that this analysis includes 117 participants, excluding 6 who
did not perform above chance in either the Cued or Uncued
conditions). We fit those data with the same piecewise linear
function as in Fig. 2A. The best-fitting slope was .020 log10
(deg)/year (95% CI ¼ [.008 .166]), indicating a significant
developmental increase in the cueing effect, above and
beyond the change observed in each individual condition. The
inflection point was 19.2 years (CI ¼ [10.2 22.8]).
In sum, the developmental analysis of orientation
discrimination thresholds revealed two patterns: (1) A large
improvement in orientation discrimination ability, as
measured in the Single Stimulus condition, from age 5 to
about 20. The best-fitting developmental function predicts a
threshold of 6.1 at age 5, and a threshold of 1.5 after age 20.
(2) A difference in thresholds between the Cued and Uncued
conditions that also increases with age up until about 20
years. Therefore, in addition to the overall improvement in
visual sensitivity with age, there is also an improvement in the
attentional selection of information from relevant peripheral
visual field locations. However, as shown in the next section,
the developmental increase in the cueing effect was primarily
driven by participants with poor reading ability.

3.2.
Comparison of spatial attention in good and poor
readers
3.2.1.

Thresholds in individual conditions

We next evaluated the association between reading ability
and orientation discrimination thresholds, and between
reading ability and the cueing effect. We took two complementary approaches: (1) comparing two sub-groups of our
sample, those with and without dyslexia; (2) correlating the
TOWRE PDE score with threshold measurements in the whole
sample. The first group comparison approach is typical in the
literature and was used in the prior study of adults that reported group differences in this task (Roach & Hogben, 2007).
Here we examine whether those differences between good
and poor readers are also present in children, before performance in this task matures. The second approach treats
reading ability as a continuum (Shaywitz, Escobar, Shaywitz,
Fletcher, & Makuch, 1992) and includes all participants.
Following the first approach, we defined two sub-groups of
our sample: The “DYS” group included all individuals who had
a PDE score  85 and either reported a history of reading difficulty or a diagnosis of dyslexia. The control group, “CON”,
included all individuals with a PDE score >85 and no diagnosis
of dyslexia. This left out roughly 1/3 of our participants, who
indicated a diagnosis of dyslexia but had a PDE score in the
normal range. We further divided the DYS and CON groups
into two age bins: 5e19 years and 20e70. Based on the developmental patterns described above, the first age bin is in the
range when orientation discrimination thresholds as well as
cueing effects are still maturing. Table 3 reports the number of
subjects in each age bin and reading ability group.
The mean thresholds in each group are plotted in Fig. 3, left
column. In the younger age bin, thresholds are higher in the

Table 3 e Counts of subjects in each of two age bins and
three groups sorted by reading difficulty
(DYS ¼ individuals with dyslexia; CON ¼ control subjects
with typical reading ability).
Ages

DYS

CON

Neither

5e19
20e70

31
15

18
19

24
16

DYS group that the CON group, especially in the Cued condition. To analyze these differences in thresholds in the younger
age bin we fit a LME model with fixed effects of condition and
reading ability group, and a random effect of subject. We also
included fixed effects of age, non-verbal IQ (matrix reasoning
score), and ADHD diagnosis as covariates. Consistent with the
developmental patterns reported above, the effect of age was
significant [F(1,114) ¼ 12.3, p ¼ .0007]. ADHD diagnosis had no
significant effects or interactions (p > .40). Higher non-verbal
IQ was associated with lower thresholds overall
[F(1,114) ¼ 3.59, p ¼ .061], but that did not interact with condition [F(2,114) ¼ 1.09, p ¼ .34]. There was a large main effect of
condition on thresholds [F(2,114) ¼ 32.8, p < 1011]. On average,
thresholds in the DYS group were .13 log10(deg) higher than in
the CON group, but the main effect of reading ability group
was not significant [F(1,114) ¼ 2.38, p ¼ .126]. However, there
was an interaction between condition and reading group
[F(2,114) ¼ 3.56, p ¼ .032]. As seen in the left column of Fig. 3,
the relative elevation of thresholds DYS group under 20 years
old was greatest in the Cued condition.
The same analyses of thresholds within the adult age bin
(over age 20) found no effect of age (F < 1), consistent with the
conclusion above that thresholds asymptote after age 20.
ADHD diagnosis had no effect (F < 1), but there was a main
effect of non-verbal IQ [F(1,78) ¼ 18.5, p < 104]. Thresholds
differed significantly across conditions [F(2,78) ¼ 36.1,
p < 1011], but there was no main effect of reading ability group
[F(1,78) ¼ .36, p ¼ .55; mean difference ¼ .03]. There was,
however, an interaction between condition and reading group
[F(2,78) ¼ 4.15, p ¼ .019].
The bar plots in the left column of Fig. 3 suggest that the
threshold difference between the DYS and CON groups is
larger in participants below age 20 than in participants above
age 20, at least for the Cued and Uncued conditions. Children
with dyslexia may become more similar to control participants as they reach adulthood, in terms of visual search performance. Such a hypothesis predicts an interaction between
age bin and reading ability group on thresholds. Controlling
for ADHD diagnosis, non-verbal IQ, and age within each
group, that interaction was significant in the Cued condition [F
(1,68) ¼ 4.34, p ¼ .041]. The interaction was not significant in
either the Uncued condition [F(1,70) ¼ 2.12, p ¼ .15] or the
Single Stimulus condition [F(1,57) ¼ .33, p ¼ .57]. To gain more
power, we conducted a similar analysis but including all
participants and using the TOWRE PDE score as a continuous
measure of reading ability. The interaction between reading
ability and age bin was significant for both the Uncued
[F(1,106) ¼ 5.50, p ¼ .021] and Cued [F(1,105) ¼ 7.77, p ¼ .006]
conditions, but not the Single Stimulus [F(1,91) ¼ .90, p ¼ .34].
Therefore, for both conditions with set size 8, the relative
impairment in poor readers becomes less severe after age 20.
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Fig. 3 e Threshold differences between good and poor readers. Left column: mean thresholds for subjects divided into two
age groups (left pair of bars: 5e19 years; right pair of bars: 20e70 years) and two reading groups (DYS and CON). Error bars
are bootstrapped 68% CIs. Middle column: correlations between TOWRE phonemic decoding score (PDE) and the residuals of
the developmental model plotted in Fig. 2A. This includes all subjects. The y-axis is the difference between each subject's
threshold and the threshold predicted by the developmental model. The solid line is the prediction based on PDE score from
a model that also included ADHD and non-verbal IQ as predictors. Right column: smoothed probability density functions of
the residuals plotted in the middle column, just for the DYS and CON groups. The Gaussian smoothing kernel bandwidth
was set to .06. The horizontal line superimposed on each distribution is the mean. The AUC is the area under the ROC curve.
The asterisk indicates significant difference from .5.

In the next analysis, we ask how reading ability can explain
the residual variance in thresholds (and cueing effects) that was
not explained by age in the developmental model shown in
Fig. 2. This controls for the effect of age while maximizing
statistical power to estimate the effect of reading ability by
using the entire sample. In the middle column of Fig. 3 we plot
the relation between each subject's reading score and the residuals from the piecewise linear models of thresholds as a
function of age for each condition. The residuals are the differences between each subject's threshold and the prediction of
the developmental model. Each subject's reading group (DYS,
CON or Neither) is indicated by the color of the dot. In all three
conditions (Uncued, Cued, and Single Stimulus), there was a
significant negative correlation between reading score and
threshold residuals. This means that better readers are likely to

have lower thresholds compared to poor readers of the same
age. Therefore, not all of the unexplained variance by the
developmental model in Fig. 2A is just noise; some of it is
explained by reading ability. We further analyzed these residuals with a linear model that included reading score (TOWRE
PDE), ADHD diagnosis, and non-verbal IQ. ADHD had no effects
in any condition, but higher non-verbal IQ was associated with
lower thresholds in the Uncued [slope ¼ .005; t (108) ¼ 2.50,
p ¼ .014] and Single Stimulus [slope ¼ .009; t (91) ¼ 3.15,
p ¼ .002] conditions. The effect of reading score was significant
in the Cued condition [slope ¼ .004; t (109) ¼ 2.02, p ¼ .046], but
not in the Uncued [slope ¼ .001, t (110) ¼ 1.05, p ¼ .30] or and
Single Stimulus conditions [slope ¼ .003, t (95) ¼ 1.58, p ¼ .12].
The solid lines in the middle column of Fig. 3 are the predictions
based on reading score alone.
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We conducted another analysis to examine how well these
psychophysical measures distinguish dyslexic from control
participants, as suggested by Roach and Hogben (2007). Specifically, we conducted a Receiver Operating Characteristic
(ROC) analysis of the distributions of threshold residuals. The
area under the ROC curve (AUC) is a measure of how accurately we can classify subjects into the DYS or CON groups,
ranging from .5 (chance) to 1.0 (perfect).
In the right column of Fig. 3, we plot smoothed distributions of residuals (same data as in the middle column) for the
two groups (DYS in white, CON in the darker color). To evaluate whether each AUC was significantly higher than predicted by chance, we performed a permutation test to
establish a null distribution: on each of 5000 repetitions, we
randomly shuffled the group labels for all subjects and recomputed the AUC. The actual AUC exceeded the 95% CI on
this null distribution in the Cued condition: AUC ¼ .66 (null
CI ¼ [.37 .63]). As seen in Fig. 3, the two groups' distributions in
the Cued condition greatly overlapped, with a rather subtle
upward shift for the DYS group (mean ¼ .10 ± .06) compared to
the CON group (.08 ± .04). AUC was not significantly above
chance in Uncued (.53, null CI ¼ [.37 .63]) or Single Stimulus
conditions (.62, [.36 .64]).
In summary, poor readers have higher orientation
discrimination thresholds than good readers, especially in the
Cued condition. Moreover, in the Cued condition, the difference between good and poor readers is greater before age 20
than in adulthood. That interaction between reading ability
and age is less robust in the Uncued condition and appears to
be absent in the Single Stimulus condition.

3.2.2.

The cueing effect on thresholds

To specifically evaluate spatial attention, we analyze the
relation between reading ability and the cueing effect. Fig. 4A
plots the mean cueing effects for the DYS and CON groups, for
those under and above 20 years of age (as in Fig. 3). For each
age bin, we analyzed the cueing effect with a linear model that
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included reading group, age, ADHD diagnosis, and non-verbal
IQ as predictors. In the younger age bin, the model estimated
that the cueing effect is .22 log10 (deg) greater in the CON group
than in the DYS group [t (41) ¼ 2.17, p ¼ .036]. The effect of age
was not significant [t (41) ¼ 1.67, p ¼ .10], and there were no
effects of ADHD diagnosis or non-verbal IQ (both t < 1).
Therefore, individuals under 20 with dyslexia have (on
average) weaker attentional selection than those without
dyslexia.
In the adult age bin (over 20), a similar linear model estimated that the cueing effect was .06 log10 (deg) larger in the
DYS group than the CON groups, but was not statistically
reliable [t (26) ¼ 1.04, p ¼ .31]. The effect of age [t (26) ¼ 1.50,
p ¼ .15] and non-verbal IQ [t (26) ¼ 1.86, p ¼ .074] also were
weak. There was a reliable effect of ADHD diagnosis: the
model estimated that adults with ADHD have a cueing effect
.18 log10 (deg) smaller than adults without ADHD [t (26) ¼ 2.15,
p ¼ .041]. However, note that this analysis only included 4
adults with ADHD.
Altogether, the data in Fig. 4A show that children with
dyslexia have a markedly smaller spatial cueing effect than
typically-reading children, but adults with dyslexia have a
cueing effect that is only slightly smaller than typical. That
suggests that as individuals with dyslexia mature, they
recover some spatial attention function; i.e., the differences in
childhood reflect a developmental delay rather than a deficit
per se. We urge caution in interpreting that result, however,
because it is not supported by a statistical interaction between
reading ability group and age bin. Specifically, we fit a linear
model of the Uncued-Cued log threshold difference, with
factors age bin (under 20; over 20), reading group (DYS, CON),
and their interaction. We also include covariates of the
normalized (mean 0) age within each age group, ADHD diagnosis, and non-verbal IQ. The cueing effect was smaller in the
DYS group [F(1,69) ¼ 7.72, p ¼ .007]. However, the interaction
between age bin and reading group was not significant
[F(1,69) ¼ 2.32, p ¼ .132], nor were any of the other main effects.

Fig. 4 e Relation between the cueing effect on thresholds and reading ability. A: Mean cueing effects, expressed as the
difference in log thresholds between the Uncued and Cued conditions. Format as in Fig. 3 (left column). B: Correlation
between reading score and the residuals from the developmental model of the cueing effect. For each subject, the residual is
the difference between their measured cueing effect (Uncued e Cued thresholds) and the prediction of the piecewise linear
model of age. The solid line is the prediction based on PDE score from a model that also included ADHD and non-verbal IQ as
predictors. C: Smoothed probability density functions of the residuals plotted in the middle column, just for the DYS and
CON groups. The horizontal line superimposed on each distribution is the mean. The asterisk indicates that the AUC differs
significantly from .5.
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To maximize power, we conducted a similar analysis but
using all participants and using the TOWRE PDE score as a
continuous measure (normalized to mean 0 within each age
bin), rather than dividing by reading group. Consistent with
the developmental pattern reported above, there was a significant effect of age bin [F(1,105) ¼ 6.95, p ¼ .010]. No other
factor had a significant effect except reading score
[F(1,105) ¼ 4.58, p ¼ .035]. Again, the effect of reading score did
not interact with age bin [F(1,105) ¼ 2.23, p ¼ .138].
Finally, we examined how the residuals of the cueing effect
from the developmental model in Fig. 2C relates to reading
ability. Those residuals, for all participants, are plotted as a
function of reading score in Fig. 4B. The correlation was positive but not significant (r ¼ .15, p ¼ .10). The solid line is the
prediction of a linear model that also included predictors for
non-verbal IQ and ADHD. None of those factors were significant, including reading score [slope ¼ .002; t(108) ¼ 1.51,
p ¼ .134]. However, the ROC analysis yielded a significant
difference in residuals between just the DYS and CON groups
(Fig. 4C). The AUC was .64 (null CI ¼ [.37 .63]). The groups
significantly differ even when controlling for ADHD and nonverbal IQ: the mean residual for DYS was .075 ± .04; and for
CON it was .069 ± .03 [t(73) ¼ 2.47, p ¼ .016]. Again, the effect is
subtle and the two distributions largely overlap.
In summary, we found that individuals with dyslexia
benefit less from the cue than control participants, in line with
an impairment of selective covert spatial attention. Previous
studies have only reported such differences in selective
attention for adults with dyslexia (Roach & Hogben, 2007). In
our data, the difference associated with dyslexia actually appears stronger in people under 20. However, the interaction
between age group and reading score on cueing effects was
not statistically significant (p > .05).

3.2.3.

Analyses in a sliding age window

Given that there were significant interactions between
reading ability and age bin in some conditions (Fig. 3), we
sought a finer-grained analysis of developmental changes in
the effect of reading score on task performance. Fig. 5 shows
the association between reading score and residuals from the
piecewise linear developmental models computed in a sliding
window across the age range. At each step, the window
included 40 participants (1/3 of the sample with usable
thresholds). Using the threshold residuals controls for the
effect of age per se. At each step of the window, we analyzed
the Cued and Uncued conditions as well as the cueing effect,
with the same three analyses as in the middle and right columns of Figs. 3 and 4:
(1) We fit the residuals with a linear model that had three
predictors: TOWRE PDE reading score, ADHD diagnosis,
and non-verbal IQ. In Fig. 5A we plot the estimated slope
relating reading score to the residuals, as a function of
the median age in the window. Dots indicate points
when the slope was significantly different from 0, correcting for multiple comparisons (false discovery
rate ¼ .05; Benjamini & Hochberg, 1995). There were
significantly negative slopes for the Cued condition
between median ages 10 and 20 years. Negative slopes
mean better readers have lower thresholds (better

Fig. 5 e Association between reading ability and task
performance assessed in sliding windows across the age
range. (A) Slopes of a linear fit between TOWRE PDE scores
and residuals of the developmental model for Uncued
thresholds, Cued thresholds, and the Uncued - Cued effect.
The linear model included ADHD diagnosis and non-verbal
IQ as covariates. Each time window included 1/3 of the
sample (N ¼ 40). (B) Similar analysis for the linear
correlation coefficients between residuals and TOWRE PDE.
(C) Similar analysis of the Area under the ROC curve (AUC)
that distinguishes the DYS group from the CON group. In
all three panels, dots on individual time-points indicate
that the slope significantly different from 0 (corrected for
multiple comparisons).

sensitivity) than predicted by age alone. Within that
range, the slope for the Cued condition was roughly
twice the slope for the Uncued condition, indicating
that good and poor readers differ in how well they can
use the cue. After about age 20, the slopes approach 0.
The slope relating the cueing effect to reading ability
starts out positive and then declines after age 20, suggesting that better readers have larger cueing effects in
late childhood and adolescence. However, the slopes for
cueing effects were not significant at any individual
time point.
(2) We also computed the linear correlation between
TOWRE PDE and the residuals in each time window
(Fig. 5B). The correlation coefficients show a similar
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pattern as the linear model slopes, but are roughly
equivalent for the Cued and Uncued conditions, even
before age 20. Therefore, reading ability accounts for the
same amount of variance in thresholds for those two
conditions, but the difference between good and poor
readers is greater in the Cued condition (as reflected by
the slopes in Fig. 5A).
(3) Finally, within each time window we computed the area
under the ROC curve that discriminates the DYS and
CON groups (Fig. 5C). Unlike the first two analyses, this
takes into account dyslexia diagnosis and history of
reading difficulty, and excludes the set of participants
who fall into neither group. The Cued condition was
significantly above chance between the median ages of
10 and 20, and remained at or above .85 between 11 and
19. The Uncued condition was not significantly above
chance at any time-point. The cueing effect, however,
was significantly above chance between median ages of
10 and 19, reaching a peak value of .84 at 16. Therefore,
there may be a special link between spatial attention
and dyslexia per se (Fig. 5C) that is not captured as
cleanly by correlating the cueing effect with a single
measure of reading ability (the TOWRE PDE score, as
used in Fig. 5A and B).
This data-driven analysis confirms that the division into
two age bins at age 20, as used in Figs. 3 and 4, is appropriate. It
is notable that the link between reading ability and agenormed task performance diminishes at about the same age
as absolute thresholds reach mature levels (Fig. 2). However,
note again that when we analyzed cueing effects in just two
age bins, we did not find a statistically significant interaction
between age bin and reading ability group (Fig. 4A).

3.3.

Testing the effect of cue salience

The ROC analysis above indicated that cued thresholds
discriminate the DYS and CON groups. However, the accuracy
of that discrimination diminishes in adulthood (Fig. 5C). A
prior study with a similar design reported larger group differences in adults than we observed here (with set size 16;
Roach & Hogben, 2007). Their cue was a small black dot presented for 20 msec. We increased the salience of the cue for
use with children by making it larger and red, with duration
33 msec. These differences motivate an intriguing hypothesis
that attentional deficits in dyslexia can be (partially) ameliorated by increasing the salience of the cue. To investigate
whether participants with dyslexia are relatively more
impaired with a less salient cue, 76 participants over the age of
14 were additionally tested in a Small Cue condition that was
matched to Roach and Hogben (2007).
Overall, performance with the Small Cue was similar to
performance with the big cue. Indeed, thresholds in those two
conditions were highly correlated (r ¼ .68, p < 1011). Reading
ability predicted thresholds in the Small Cue condition
(r ¼ .25, AUC ¼ .71), replicating the phenomenon reported by
Roach and Hogben (2007). However, the DYS and CON groups
differed only slightly in the small cue's effect (difference from
Uncued). Overall, we found no evidence that individuals with
dyslexia perform more differently from good readers when
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the cue is less salient. See Figure S1 and text in the
Supplemental Material for more detail.

3.4.

Lapse rates and response times

When fitting psychometric functions we also estimated the
difference l between the upper asymptote and 1 (where 1 indicates perfect performance). l estimates how often the subject's response is uncorrelated with the stimulus, as would
result from a lapse of focus. l was fixed to be equal across
conditions but varied across subjects. In our sample, l
decreased with age, suggesting that as children mature they
become more consistently engaged in the task and therefore
have lower lapse rates. This developmental pattern is in
addition to the improvements to orientation sensitivity and
selective spatial attention that were apparent in thresholds.
Importantly, individuals with dyslexia do not differ from
control participants in lapse rates. Thus, group differences in
thresholds cannot be attributed to differences in ability to
focus on the task. See the Supplemental Material for the full
analysis of how l varies with age and reading ability.
We also analyzed response times (RTs) on correct trials.
Although the task was not speeded and not designed to
measure attention effects on RTs, it is important to verify that
there were no speed-accuracy trade-offs that could explain
differences in thresholds between participant groups. For
instance, individuals with dyslexia may have less of a cueing
effect because they respond too fast in the Cued condition.
Overall, there was no relation between reading ability and RT,
although among adults over age 20, the DYS group tended to
respond slower than the CON group. On average there was no
cueing effect on RTs (difference between the Uncued and
Cued conditions). Better readers tended to have larger cueing
effects, consistent with the pattern in thresholds. Overall,
there was no sign of differing speed-accuracy tradeoffs between groups. See the Supplemental Material for a full analysis of RTs.

3.5.
Associations with phonemic decoding versus real
word reading
In the analyses presented above, we used the TOWRE phonemic decoding efficiency score (PDE) to define reading ability
groups and to correlate with thresholds (as did prior studies
with this paradigm; Roach & Hogben, 2007). The PDE test requires rapid reading aloud of pseudowords. Our participants
also completed a similar test with real words (sight word efficiency, SWE). Sight word reading and phonemic decoding
skills, respectively, may distinguish ‘surface’ and ‘phonological’ subtypes of dyslexia (McDougall, Borowsky, MacKinnon,
& Hymel, 2005), and they may also be differentially related
to the neural circuits of exogenous and endogenous spatial
attention (Ekstrand, Neudorf, Gould, Mickleborough, &
Borowsky, 2019).
Therefore, we conducted an exploratory analysis of our
data using the SWE score in place of the PDE. Fewer subjects
fell into the DYS group based on SWE (N ¼ 40) than based on
PDE (N ¼ 46). Overall, the results were quite similar. One
possible difference is that the association between SWE and
cued thresholds does not decrease with age as much as it did
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for the PDE. More detail, including the sliding age window
analysis, is reported in the Supplemental Material (Figure S5).
Future studies should explore the hypothesis that adults with
a specific impairment in real word reading (rather than just
phonemic decoding) have a more robust deficiency in covert
spatial attention.

4.

Discussion

4.1.

Summary

The primary findings of this study concern the development
of orientation discrimination sensitivity and covert spatial
attention, and how both of those measures relate to reading
ability. First, when analyzing our entire sample together, we
found that both orientation sensitivity and spatial attention
improve gradually up until around age 20, consistent with
roff,
previous findings (Brodeur & Enns, 1997; Leclercq & Sie
2013; Schul et al., 2003). Although our sample included only
6 participants over age 50 (aging was not our focus), we
observed no decline in task performance or attentional selection in the later years (Folk & Hoyer, 1992; Hartley, Kieley, &
Slabach, 1990).
Second, individuals with dyslexia tended to have higher
orientation discrimination thresholds and weaker spatial
cueing effects than control participants with typical reading
skills. Poor reading ability was associated with higher thresholds even in the single stimulus condition, when attentional
selection was not necessary (there were no distracting stimuli
to filter out). Nonetheless, the difference between groups was
largest in the Cued condition, and poor readers had a smaller
cueing effect (the benefit relative to the Uncued condition).
This pattern shows that many individuals with dyslexia
struggled to take advantage of the cue to base their decision on
the relevant target stimulus and ignore irrelevant locations.
Therefore, dyslexia is associated with a difference in the
mechanisms of selective spatial attention.
Surprisingly, the links between reading ability and task
performance were strongest in participants below age 20,
prior to the maturation of absolute threshold levels (Fig. 5).
That means that the attentional advantage in skilled readers
is not a consequence of decades of fluent reading experience
(Franceschini et al., 2012). That advantage may emerge early
during the acquisition of literacy, or be linked to another trait
that facilitates both reading and spatial attention from a
young age.

4.2.

Nonetheless, it is worth noting that we found relatively
little age-related change in the cueing effect among skilled
readers. That is consistent with prior findings that endogenous attention is adult-like by age 10 (Goldberg et al., 2001;
Michael et al., 2013; Ristic & Enns, 2015; Wainwright &
Bryson, 2005). The more gradual developmental patterns
shown in Fig. 2 were mostly driven by the poor readers, who
were disproportionally represented in our sample. Another
limitation is that our study was not longitudinal. The differences observed between children and adults could be due to
sampling from different populations. In other words, it is
possible that the particular dyslexic 10-year-olds in our sample will continue to have large deficits late into adulthood.
Also, the differences between children and adults were
somewhat less pronounced when using sight word efficiency
to assess reading ability, rather than phonemic decoding efficiency (Figure S5).
For those reasons and others, we do not conclude that
there is no association between spatial attention and reading
ability in adulthood. Previous work with the same paradigm
found large differences in cued thresholds between adults
with and without dyslexia (Roach & Hogben, 2004, 2007, 2008).
They varied the set size and found that the cueing effects and
group differences were maximal with set size 16. We used set
size 8 to reduce the influence of crowding in the periphery,
and we were able to roughly replicate their finding that cued
thresholds correlate with reading ability (Fig. S1). But the
relatively small effects of reading ability in adults with set size
8 e especially for the uncued-cued threshold differences e
suggest that the developmental trajectory of reading ability
and spatial attention may interact with crowding.
When interpreting the differences between group averages, it is important to note the great deal of overlap in cueing
effect magnitudes between individuals with and without
dyslexia. Some individuals with dyslexia had large cueing effects, and some excellent readers had no cueing effect. A
deficit of covert spatial attention is therefore unlikely to be the
single cause of dyslexia. One possible interpretation is that a
sub-type of dyslexia is associated with a specific deficit in
visual-spatial attention, while many individuals struggle to
read for a constellation of other reasons (e.g., crowding; Joo
et al., 2018). Another interpretation is that a developmental
delay in spatial attention interacts with other deficits to increase the risk that a child will struggle learning to read. Our
data highlight the importance of taking a developmental
approach. Longitudinal studies combining multiple measures
in large samples will be needed to resolve these different
hypotheses.

Dyslexia in childhood and in adulthood
4.3.

Another intriguing hypothesis consistent with our data is that
individuals with dyslexia have a developmental delay in visual spatial attention. Eventually their spatial attention approaches normal function, but deficits present in childhood
have a lasting impact on their reading ability. That hypothesis
requires further investigation, because although we did find a
statistically significant interaction between age bin and
reading ability for thresholds in the cued condition, that
interaction was not quite reliable for the cueing effect (relative
to the Uncued condition).

Measurements and theory

We recommend that future studies also measure visual
discrimination thresholds. When the primary dependent
measure is response time or proportion correct, overall differences in motor function, perceptual ability or cognitive
ability can complicate comparisons of attentional effects
across groups. The study reported here is the first to measure
thresholds in an investigation of spatial attention in children
as well as adults with dyslexia. Because we assessed thresholds with an adaptive staircase, overall difficulty was equated
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across participants. We were also able to separately analyze
lapse rates and found little differences between good and poor
readers. Therefore, group differences in the cueing effect
cannot be explained by differences in overall visual ability or
focus on the psychophysical task.
The use of thresholds also allows us to make detailed inferences about the underlying mechanisms driving the effects
in each condition. First, consider the age-related improvement in thresholds in the Single Stimulus condition. The
target appeared alone and its contrast was supra-threshold, so
performance was not limited by difficulty in target detection
or localization. Rather, performance was limited by noise in
the visual estimation of its orientation and the formation of a
categorical decision (left or right of vertical). Improvement in
thresholds with age can be interpreted as a sharpening of
orientation-tuned mechanisms early in the visual system
(Gilbert, Sigman, & Crist, 2001), or perhaps a more efficient
read-out of visual neurons (Petrov, Dosher, & Lu, 2005). Independent of the effect of age, we also found that better readers
had lower thresholds in the single stimulus condition (Fig. 3,
bottom middle panel). Although this effect is small, it suggests
that better readers are generally better at discriminating fine
visual details, which may not be surprising. There could be
many reasons why an individual with dyslexia has elevated
orientation discrimination thresholds, but it would be difficult to explain by a pure deficit in the ‘magnocellular’ visual
stream (Skottun, 2000).
Second, consider the Uncued condition, when 8 Gabor
patches are presented simultaneously. Seven are vertical distractors, and one is the tilted target that appears at an unpredictable location. To perform the task, the observer could either
integrate the estimated orientations of all 8 items (by summing
or averaging, as suggested by Baldassi & Burr, 2000), or they
could report the tilt direction of the one item that appears to
deviate most from vertical (search based on a max rule, as
suggested by Roach & Hogben, 2007). Either way, the task is
difficult because of noise in the estimated orientation of each
item. Errors can occur when at least one distractor is mistakenly perceived as being tilted in the direction opposite the
target and to a larger degree. Thresholds in the Uncued condition are therefore higher than in the Single Stimulus condition:
more signal is required to overcome the noise added by each
distractor. Another potential explanation of the threshold
elevation in the Uncued condition is that the distractors tax
limited processing resources, such that each item's orientation
estimate is noisier than in the Single Stimulus condition.
Third, consider the Cued condition and how the presence of
the informative cue affects thresholds. The cue reveals the
target's location just prior to the onset of the eight Gabors.
Cued thresholds are far below Uncued thresholds, but do not
reach Single Stimulus levels. The benefit compared to the
Uncued condition is the effect of selective spatial attention,
and there are several potential explanations for it. One is signal
enhancement: the cue increases the precision of the perceptual
representation of the target (Cameron, Tai, & Carrasco, 2002;
Cameron, Tai, Eckstein, & Carrasco, 2004; Carrasco &
Yeshurun, 1998; Lu & Dosher, 1998). Another possibility is uncertainty reduction (or distractor exclusion; Morgan, Ward, &
Castet, 1998; Palmer, 1994; Palmer, Ames, & Lindsey, 1993).
Under this hypothesis, the cue allows the observer to base their
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decision on information at the target location and exclude the
noise added by the distractors. Thus, the cue benefits performance even without changing the quality of the underlying
perceptual representations. Roach and Hogben (2007, 2008)
concluded that the cueing effect in this task is primarily due
to uncertainty reduction, although that does not preclude
some signal enhancement as well. In the Supplemental
Material we describe in more detail a quantitative model that
links the effects of attention to differences in log thresholds.

4.4.

Exogenous versus endogenous spatial attention

To further understand the cueing effect we must classify it as
exogenous (stimulus-driven, involuntary, and transient),
endogenous (goal-driven, voluntary and sustained; Carrasco,
2011), or perhaps both. Our cues were peripheral and near
the target location, so they could have an exogenous effect. But
they were also 100% valid (predictive of the target location), so
they could have an endogenous effect. Roach and Hogben
(2008) manipulated several factors in this paradigm to probe
the role of endogenous versus exogenous attention. First, they
manipulated the validity of the cue (how often it appears near
the target). When the cue's location was totally random, there
was no cueing effect, contrary to the prediction of an exogenous mechanism. They also varied the timing of the cue relative to the stimulus. The cueing effect was not transient, but
rather was sustained and increased with more time between
the cue and stimulus. The primary mechanism of the attentional effect in this paradigm is therefore endogenous.
Moreover, because in our experiments the cue appeared
only 33 msec before the target array, there was not enough
time for either endogenous or exogenous attention to focus on
the cued location before the stimuli appear. Rather, endogenous attentional selection was likely based on stimulus representations held in a short-term memory trace (Roach &
Hogben, 2008). Therefore, for a participant to benefit from the
cue, they must be able to detect and localize the cue, understand the information it conveys, and efficiently filter out information that was seen at all other locations before making a
decision. Given that we made the cue especially salient, it is
unlikely that detection and localization are what differ between good and poor readers and between children and adults.
Rather, our results reveal differences in the capacity to capitalize on the cue's information to select the relevant stimulus.

5.

Conclusion

In conclusion, children and adolescents with dyslexia are less
able than their typical peers to select information from a taskrelevant visual field location and filter out irrelevant information. That attentional skill improves along with fine discrimination ability up until about age 20. Individual differences in
covert spatial attention are important not just in reading, but
in any activity that requires finding objects that are not physically salient or ignoring irrelevant objects that are salient. The
biological and environmental causes of the attentional deficits
in dyslexia, as well as the cascading effects they may have on
other cognitive functions throughout development, are all
worthy of further investigation.
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